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It is a great honor to address you – once again – in this
unbelievable «Archivio Antico». Since its foundation in 1222,
over the last eight centuries the University of Padua has
attracted innovative scholars, philosophers, medics, poets and
artists. This is not a coincidence. As its founders were in search
of greater academic freedom («Libertas scholastica»), they
understood that the university could only become a true
«centre of excellence» if it were to conduct an «open door
policy».
As a result, this «university without barriers» attracted eminent
scientists from all over Europe, such as the English anatomist
William Harvey and his predecessor, the Fleming Andreas
Vesalius. On June 25, 1678, Elena Cornaro Piscopia became
the first woman graduate in history when she was awarded a
degree in Philosophy here in Padua. An important barrier of
equality between men and women was broken down. Again,
this happened here in Padua. Today, University of Padua, in
particular its Interdepartmental Centre for Human Rights with
its Jean Monnet Chairs and Jean Monnet Centre of Excellence,
receive European recognition for its accomplishments,
innovative and free thinking and valuable academic contri -
butions to the European integration project. Innovative and
free thinking are also at the heart of its valuable academic
contributions to the European integration project.
Today, I wish to share some thoughts with you on the future of
Europe. My vision of Europe is a political Union, based on
common values in which human dignity and the respect for
fundamental rights are central. Together with the current
Czech Presidency, I’m advocating a strong «Europe without
barriers». A Union in which not only goods, capital, services
and citizens can move freely; but also a Union in which regions
and cities can freely cooperate, engage in dialogue and become
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equal partners in the European integration process. Let’s reflect
together on Europe’s future and on how to build a Europe
without institutional barriers. 

1. A Europe Without Barriers

Dear friends, as you know, we are living in truly un -
precedented times. The decline in GDP (Gross Domestic
Product) across the EU is forecast to be nearly 2% this year.
World trade is expected to contract for the first time in 25
years. This means more pressure on households, workers,
businesses and jobs all over Europe. Within the space of six
months, Europe has pumped as much as 3.3% of its GDP into
the economic system, which is equivalent to more than 400
billion euro, and amounts to potentially massive support for
growth and employment across the EU. The European
Investment Bank, together with the World Bank and the
EBRD (European Bank for Reconstruction and Develop -
ment), has adopted a 24.5 billion euro financial aid package to
support the banking sectors and to fund lending to local
businesses that are particularly hard hit – essential also for the
Veneto Region – by the global crisis. Our priority is to break
the negative cycle. 
For this to work, a coherent and coordinated EU approach is
needed to restore stability in the financial system and in
Europe’s social and economic system. This system starts in
Europe’s regions and cities. They are the key actors behind
innovation and competitiveness. Today, Europe’s 92,500 local
and regional authorities employ a total of 18 million people,
which represents 56% of total public sector employment.
Together they account for 16% of total EU GDP; 1/3 of total
public expenditure; and 2/3 of total public investment.
Innovation and creativity start in Europe’s regions and cities!
Current economic conditions merely confirm that a unilateral
response is of little use if we are to meet the real challenges of
globalisation. In fact, any institutional approach that fails to
coordinate all tiers of governance is bound to fail. Central -
isation is not the basis for a dynamic and effective Europe. No
«national» recovery plan will ever be implemented properly
without the timely involvement of the member states’ regions
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and cities. Today, global and local governance go hand in hand. 
It is obvious that, if we are to overcome this crisis, if we are
serious in meeting the goals of the Lisbon Strategy over time,
and if we are to secure our «European way of life»: we need a
Europe which can break down the institutional barriers
between all its various levels of governance. 
As Commission President José-Manuel Barroso stated at our
European Summit of Regions and Cities, earlier this month in
Prague, «a priority for the post-2010 period will certainly be to
increase the involvement of local and regional authorities in
EU policy-making». I can only fully agree with this sentiment. 
As President of the Committee of the Regions – the political
body of the EU which represents the interests of Europe’s cities
and regions – I am also particularly delighted that the
Commit tee’s call for a more «inclusive European governance»
has also been strongly reflected in a recent Eurobarometer
survey, which showed that almost 60% of European citizens
would like to see regional and local authorities have a greater
say in EU decision-making. Regional and local government is
seen as the most trustworthy tier of government in Europe.
While only one third of European citizens trust their national
government (34%), one half claim they trust their local and
regional authorities (50%), which is greater than the level of
trust in the European Union as a whole (47%). Therefore,
there is a general consensus that local and regional tiers of
government need to have a substantial input in the European
decision-making process. 
Local and regional authorities are not merely the executors of
decisions taken in «2 square kilometres of Brussels». 
Being closest to the people, they are on the front line regarding
tackling tangible issues and challenges such as unemployment,
health care, the environment and immigration.
Since the early 1990’s, people have been questioning how
Europe is governed and highlighting its «remoteness».
Europeans feel that the EU has lost touch with its citizens. The
remedy for this feeling has a lot to do with a modern European
Union based on «multilevel governance».
We have to give up the pyramidal hierarchical approach in the
European Union which places Europe above the member
states, the member states above the regions, the regions above
the cities and the local communities. Instead, we need a new
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partnership between these entities to bring the EU closer to the
citizens. Regional and local politicians are also European
politicians!
Another aspect which highlights the need to involve local and
regional authorities in European governance is that Europeans
are feeling increasingly attached to their regions, and their
culture and identity are closely bound up with regional
traditions. «Regionalism» is a growing trend within the EU.
Today’s citizen is above all a citizen of his district and
municipality. Therefore, the EU needs to find ways of taking
greater account of its regional and local diversity. Again, the
concept of multilevel governance is extremely useful in this
regard.

2. An «European Charter on Multilevel Governance» 
as a Basis for Inclusive Governance in Europe

Multilevel governance was introduced in the EU lexicon as a
form of «good governance» that improves the EU’s legitimacy
and encompasses a vertical and a horizontal dimension. In a
word: multilevel governance refers to a multilevel and a multi-
actor paradigm. Multilevel governance is not a theory, which
seeks to clarify complex decision-making processes; rather, it is
an approach – an instrument of analysis. It does not address
the sovereignty of states directly, but instead simply says that a
multilevel structure is being created by various actors at various
levels. In other words: multilevel governance removes the grey
area between intergovernmentalism and supranationalism,
leaving a descriptive structure in its place. 
Today, it is important to understand multilevel governance in
the context of globalisation. The vertical dimension covers all
levels of policy-making: from the global to the local. It
highlights the increasingly fading distinction between
domestic and international politics. Furthermore, all levels
cannot be perfectly neatly pigeonholed. This image is
misleading: levels are essentially interlocking. Indeed, when
implementing a strategy commonly agreed upon as the
Lisbon or Climate Change Strategy, all actors – public and
private – should take the proper responsibility, assigned to
them in a democratic society. In an EU context, especially the
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involvement of the regions and cities enhances legitimacy.
Multilevel governance should not be confused with
«decentralisation». This is the term we normally use to talk
about the shift of power from the central state towards
multilevel governance. Multilevel governance, therefore, is not
a threat but an opportunity for decentralised institutions, since
they are being given access to the policy-making process at the
conceptualisation phase, and not just at the moment of
implementation. Consequently, the principle of subsidiarity is
enhanced by a dynamic understanding of multilevel govern -
ance. This principle, enshrined in the treaties, means that
decisions within the European Union should be taken at the
closest practical level to the citizens. The EU should not take
on tasks which are better suited to national, regional or local
level. On the flipside, the European Union must take action in
case where it represents the best level for pursuing common
objectives.
Finally, I like to stress that multilevel governance in the EU is
essentially multi-channelled as well. Regions and cities must
have the opportunity to choose freely through which gateways
they voice their concerns, ideas and interests. This idea is
intrinsically linked to participative democracy as society is
becoming more pluralistic. People want to participate,
decision-making is scattered, and top-down decisions are
simply no longer acceptable. Multilevel governance offers a
participatory answer in providing tools for participation to
regions, cities, and ultimately the citizen. 
It is – for example – of utmost importance to understand that
the protection of fundamental rights protection in the EU is
intrinsincally linked to subsidiarity and participatory
democracy. Local and regional governments are on the front
line as regards the protection of human rights and fundamental
freedoms. Human beings live in local communities, where
human rights are both challenged and invoked on a daily basis.
Regional and local institutions therefore share with the
member states the «responsibility to protect» human rights.
This is a strong argument to enhance the cause of self
government to be used for inclusion, social policies and
building peace at home and outside. 
In addition to the multilevel protection of human rights, we
can today already notice a number of new types of instruments
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for multilevel governance as is the case for the Covenant of
Mayors, for example. 75% of Europe’s energy consumption
takes place in Europe’s cities! Hence, it is only logical that the
EU’s ambitious 20-20-20 climate change goals must be
achieved together with Europe’s mayors. Via the signature of a
Covenant – translating the 20-20-20 goals at local level –
today, more than 400 mayors from across Europe committed
themselves to attaining these goals in time. The Committee of
the Regions will analyse whether new covenants in other policy
areas, e.g. related to migration/integration or to the post-2010
Lisbon Strategy goals, could be developed in the future.
Moreover, the Committee of the Regions should be at the
crossroads of multilevel governance. 
There is no other way forward than to involve the political
representatives at local and regional level, and their institution,
the Committee of the Regions, more in EU decision-taking.
Many times I have been asked whether this represents a call for
a «Europe of regions», in place of a Europe of member states.
My answer is that we need a «Europe with regions, with cities
and with local authorities».
In conclusion to this point: I’m against any form of strict
delineation of competences or «Kompetenz Abbachnung».
Multilevel governance is about sharing competences, rather
than splitting competences. The legitimacy of the EU lies in its
efficiency, in its openness, its participation, accountability,
effectiveness, delivery and coherence. Multilevel governance
strengthens all of these principles and guarantees their
interconnectivity. It is a like an Italian lasagne: all the different
layers fit smoothly into one another while together they create
its delicious taste!
Regional and local politicians are also truly European polit -
icians. It is crucial to have them on board from the outset of
EU decision-making. They have the task of implementing the
EU directives on the ground. They are the ones facing
pollution – urban transport or waste management problems on
a daily basis. They need to ensure that immigration and
integration go hand in hand. They are the ones that have to
make growth and jobs happen. 
Therefore, the Committee of the Regions (CoR) has committed
itself to drafting a White Paper on Multilevel Governance –
pointing out concrete proposals for strength ening the involvement
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of Europe’s regions and cities in future EU decision-making. 
The White Paper is to be adopted at our June Plenary Session.
After its adoption, the CoR is ready to discuss its proposals and
ideas with the newly elected European Parliament and the
other institutional partners. 
Moreover, the CoR is ready to monitor on a yearly basis the
development of multilevel governance within the European
Union’s governance model, eventually leading to the adoption
of a legally binding European Charter on Multilevel
Governance as a basis for inclusive governance procedures in
Europe. This commitment is perfectly logical as the
Committee itself is the incarnation of the concept, and this
since its very existence – 15 years ago, this year. 

3. A Europe of Cooperation, Dialogue and Integration

Dialogue is vital for a society based on mutual understanding
and respect. Therefore it is crucial for the political level to
stimulate dialogue with all civil society actors and with all
levels of governance, not only within the European Union, but
also beyond.
Last year, I addressed in my public lecture how vital
intercultural and inter-religious dialogue is for a Europe based
on «cultural diversity» and «shared values». Since its very
foundation the European Community has involved socio-
economic partners through a social dialogue. Ever since, the
importance of having a genuine dialogue with the civil society
too has continued to rise. As you know, the Treaty of Lisbon
foresees, for example, the possibility of the Citizen’s Initiative,
yet another important new mechanism that will increase
participatory democracy and civil dialogue with the citizens of
Europe. 
Today, I want to highlight the importance of a new form of
dialogue, i.e. inter-institutional dialogue involving all levels of
governance. Indeed, over the last few years this new form of
inter-institutional dialogue has been strengthened in Europe,
both in a «vertical» and in a «horizontal» sense. First, we can
see that increasing dialogue is taking place between the EU, the
member states, the regional and the local level – not only in
the phase of political agenda setting – but also and above all in
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the search for better understanding, more effectiveness,
legitimacy and transparency. That’s the real meaning of what
we call «vertical subsidiarity». Through dialogue, all the various
levels of government in Europe meet and determine which
level is the best equipped to reach common objectives and to
undertake appropriate action. Second, new forms of «hori -
zontal inter-institutional dialogues» can also be observed. 
No matter which level of governance they represent, all the
partners involved in these types of horizontal dialogue meet
and exchange views on certain thematic issues in order to
pursue common goals. Again, in the field of subsidiarity
screening, for example, the Committee of the Regions has
already agreed with the Spanish, Slovenian, UK, French,
Greek, Belgian and Hungarian national parliaments to
reinforce relations in view of the entry into force of the Lisbon
Treaty. The French Senate and the Hellenic Parliament are
already formal partners of the CoR’s own Subsidiarity
Monitoring Network, i.e. a network established within the
CoR in order to share experiences between regional, local and
national partners in view of a better screening of the subsidi -
arity principle. 
Moreover once a year – and in the run up to the Spring
European Council – the so-called «Territorial dialogue» takes
place between the Presidency, the European Commission and
the members of the Committee of the Regions in order to
discuss the improvement of the realisation of the Lisbon
Growth and Jobs Agenda at local and regional level. In
addition, again, the CoR has taken the initiative to establish a
network – called the Lisbon Monitoring Platform – in which
at present more than 100 local and regional authorities are
represented. Together they share, on a day to day basis, best
practices and innovative ideas on the implementation of the
Lisbon Strategy on the ground. Moreover, in the near future a
similar network will be established within the CoR to keep
better track of the realisation of the EU’s 20-20-20 climate
change goals at local level. 
Furthermore – and as a result of the European Commission’s
2001 White Paper on European Governance – during the
course of the year several «structural dialogues» are organised
together with the European Commission within the premises
of the CoR. During these structural dialogues European
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commissioners are invited to discuss the proposed actions of
the Commission with representatives of the regional and local
associations throughout Europe.
Within the Committee of the Regions «inter-groups» can also
be established, uniting members with certain common
interests. At present within our political assembly there exists
one competence based inter-group for regions with legislative
powers; four geographical inter-groups, for the North Sea, the
Mediterranean, the Baltic Sea, and the Danube; and most
recently a thematic inter-group on the automotive industry
was also established.
As you can see a very interesting – and I believe a truly positive
– evolution is taking place within the European Union.
Political leadership at all levels of governance is provided with
various new possibilities to meet, to share experiences, to
discuss the upcoming political agenda, and to make a real
«dialogue in partnership» happen. As a result, dear friends, it is
not a coincidence that these multiple interdependent circles of
dialogue result, not only in a better mutual understanding, but
also in new forms of cooperation and networking for results!
Such new cooperation and networks provide opportunities for
joint action and partnerships which can stimulate local
dialogue and help exciting projects to get off the ground. This
trend, which has seen the emergence of various flexible policy
networks based on their competences and interests between
private actors and/or governments at all levels, can be observed
throughout the world. As US President Barack Obama told a
gathering of 85 mayors on 20 February 2009 – only three days
after the adoption of the US Recovery Plan – I quote:
«Now, rebuilding our economies and renewing our cities is
going to require a true partnership between mayors and the
White House, and that partnership has to begin right now».
Europe needs to export this new partnership logic abroad,
through its external policy. The Committee of the Regions is
not only a convinced believer in its added value, it is also in the
frontline in making this genuine partnership at all levels
happen abroad. The recent establishment of the «Union for the
Mediterranean», for example, will provide for an innovative
governance structure through which regional and local
politicians – stemming from all states bordering the Medi -
terranean – can meet and talk. It will be in this assembly for
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regional and local politicians of the Mediterranean that
representatives from the EU member states and non-member
states alike will translate the Union’s objectives at local level in
order to make joint-actions happen.
We have to make sure that this partnership approach is
enshrined in any future external policy of the European
Union with our partners in the north, our friends in the
south, from the east to the west. Be it via the future Baltic
Sea Strategy, the renewed partnership agreement with Russia,
the EU’s prospective «Eastern Partnership». Only with the
involvement of public authorities at all levels on the one
hand, and civil society on the other, will EU’s external policy
be successful.
I stand up to those who say that cooperation can only be
successful among member states. I stand up to those who still
believe that regional cooperation needs to be designed and
coordinated at central level. I stand up for each and every
region and city that wishes to choose its partners freely, and
establish in freedom the scope of its cooperation for the greater
benefit of its citizens. 
As Miss Vaira Vike Freiberga, Vice President of the Reflection
Group on the Future of Europe rightfully stated at our
European Summit of Regions and Cities in Prague: «No matter
how far away, no matter how small in size, no matter how few
competences, and indeed, no matter how poor – EVERY single
region and city in Europe has at least one unique jewel it can
share with the others». Therefore, once again, I am calling for
the abolition of any institutional barrier which prevent
Europe’s regions and cities from meeting, engaging in dialogue
and cooperating freely. 

4. European Groupings for Territorial Cooperation: 
Another Model for Partnership Within the EU

Regions and cities must enjoy the freedom to pool their
«jewels» together, and to set up new unique and innovative
partnerships. To those who believed that interregional
cooperation should then be limited by geographical proximity,
once again we can prove them wrong.
Four European Groupings for Territorial Cooperation have
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been set up to date. These so-called EGTCs are yet another
model for partnership within the EU, and provide its members
with a long term sustainable legal framework to consolidate
mainstream policies through a new model of multilevel and
cross-border governance. After focusing since 2001 on trans-
European cooperation between territorial authorities, in 2002
the CoR adopted an own-initiative opinion on strategies to
promote cross-border cooperation at local level, which called
for more legal stability. This voice from the regions and cities
was heard by the European Commission which in 2004
proposed the first draft of the current EGTC Regulation,
which was ultimately adopted by the European Parliament and
the Council in July 2006, and which has been in the process of
being transposed into national law ever since. The CoR will
continue urging all those member states that haven’t done so
thus far to take this essential step and will continue to promote
this instrument among its members and partner institutions. I
want to pay tribute to Professor Papisca, who developed also
concepts about EGTC. In some way, he can be called on of the
founding fathers.
Europe is living in challenging times: a financial crisis and an
economic downturn, the effects of globalisation, demographic
change, migration flows, climate change and energy security.
These challenges are increasingly taking shape with little regard
for national borders, around substantial «functional spaces».
We need to pool our actions in order to intertwine the
specificities of the local dimension with the economies of scale
and scope in a cross-border and transnational dimension. 
This is a time to bring «European territorial pacts» to life, on
the basis of multilevel governance and subsidiarity, the
integration of policies, territorial cooperation and territorial
dialogue.
In this context, the EGTC has a lot to offer:
1) it gives legal stability to cooperation and allows a variety of
forms of multilevel institutional formatting;
2) it incorporates the genetics of «soft cooperation» and has the
legal capacity to deliver structuring development projects;
3) for the first time, we have an instrument of European nature
which has a strong territorial basis. 

In short, the EGTCs serve as a coordination platform and
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implementing vehicle for major EU, national and regional
policies. It is a powerful tool for rationalising and improving
the coordination of investments, and ensuring the coherent
and efficient use of limited resources. 
Are the EGTC pilot projects going in the right direction?
I believe the signs are pretty encouraging. Among other things, a
number of CoR members are directly involved in setting up
EGTCs in their own regions. From what I can see, the key
priorities are already strongly emerging. The pilot projects reveal
a wide range of different and interesting forms of EGTCs:
– some EGTCs are devoted to integrated territorial manage -
ment: infrastructure, preservation and improving the environ -
ment;
– some are more focused on promoting the knowledge
economy, entrepreneurship and innovation;
– some are conceived as a means of providing specific services
of general interest, delivering first class health-care or first-aid
across borders;
– some others are conceived as a delivery mechanism for EU
and national funding schemes, at programme or project level; 
– some combine previous missions (e.g. Arco Adriatico, from
Puglia to Croatia).

Thanks to all these various EGTCs, the regions are provided
with a legal European framework to choose freely the partners
they want in order to establish the functional cooperation that
suits them best. The CoR strongly advocated that the possible
establishment of EGTC’s should not only be limited to
neighboring cross-border regions. As a result, today we can see
Polish and Spanish regions working together and sharing
experiences and best practices. And an increasing number of
EGTCs are in the pipeline.
Territorial pacts are on the rise in Europe. They ensure that all
the various tiers of government, layers of civil society, both
private and public, can meet in partnership with one another.
Territorial pacts are a guarantee for a genuine intercultural and
inter-religious dialogue as they bring all components of our
«European culture» together, united in diversity.
I want to propose today a new dimension of EGTC: a
partnership of regions, which could cooperate on human rights
and rebuilding inclusive city concepts; to explore the idea of
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«immaterial EGTC» and to be extended to «city and region»
diplomacy.

5. European Cohesion

Dear friends, let me conclude with a few words on European
cohesion and territorial cohesion in particular. Allow me to
address in particular our bright and young students gathered
here today. If a value-based European Union, which is united
in diversity, is to be a success and if it is to be accepted by
people throughout Europe, then you, the students of the
University of Padua, have a vital role to play. 
Europe is not only about freedom; it’s much more about
values. My vision of Europe is a political Union in which
human dignity, democracy, the rule of law and respect for
fundamental rights are central. Solidarity is not so much a
right as a moral obligation among us, the citizens. We cannot
consider our European project to have succeeded until we can
ensure that every person has equal access to excellent schooling
and permanent training. 
We must give all the Leonardo da Vincis, Mozarts, Marie
Curies and Vesalius of the future the chance to unlock their
talents and potential. No matter which region or city she or he
comes from. Therefore, dear friends, Europe must ensure that
territorial cohesion between all of its regions is a fact.
Territorial cohesion is the flip side of our common single
market. The legal framework in the treaties guaranteeing the
right of free movement of persons, goods, services and capital
will only fully become reality when those very same treaties
guarantee each and every European citizen the right to choose
freely where he or she resides and works. 
That’s why we need the balanced development of all regions in
Europe, fully building on every region’s potential, not on its
handicaps. Our model is not a model of concentration of
wealth, but a model of solidarity, equal opportunities,
cooperation and partnership. That’s our European way of life. 
You, Europe’s next generation, have to make territorial
cohesion a reality so that decent housing, schooling and access
to basic services of general interest and public transport are
guaranteed for all citizens in Europe. This vision can only
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become a reality if every level of governance and all civil society
actors take up their responsibilities. The sustainability of the
European economic and social model will be at the heart of the
upcoming European elections – as indeed will the credibility of
its model of political integration. Thus, these elections are
about more than just the next European Parliament. They also
represent a challenge for European democracy as a whole.
That’s why you need to go and vote in June, that’s why Europe
needs you.
Together with its regions and cities, Europe needs to:
– contribute to the good governance of Europe by taking an
active role in shaping the European legislative acts and
analysing their territorial impact, and thus promoting the
European venture;
– implement territorial cohesion to boost the competitiveness
and balanced development of all of Europe’s territories; 
– share responsibilities and duties with national and European
decision-makers in order to overcome the social and economic
impact of the current crisis and respond effectively to the new
challenges we face.

That’s why Europe also needs the Lisbon Treaty. The inclusion
of territorial cohesion among the EU objectives is a great step
forward. Moreover, the Treaty will strengthen the mechanism
for implementing and monitoring the principles of subsidiarity
and proportionality, giving the Committee of the Regions new
and important responsibilities during the scrutiny of the
subsidiarity principle, and in a final phase, granting the
Committee the right to bring actions before the Court of
Justice. The citizens-initiative will increase our participative
democracy, and multilevel governance and European cohesion
will be brought to another level. That’s why we need to ensure
the urgent ratification of the Lisbon Treaty by all member
states. That’s why we need to build Europe in partnership!
Costruiamo insieme Europa!
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